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I n recent years, following the R&D in communications technology,

refinement in computer and electronics technology, and the min-

iaturization of a host of intelligence gathering devices, not only many

of the previous technological hurdles have been surpassed but the de-

velopment of the "Unmanned aircraft" has increasingly matured, allow-

ing the adoption of unmanned aircraft to be not only kinds of  fancy,

but making it feasible that the unmanned aircraft will soon be adopted

in national defense, maritime patrol or even private transport in the

foreseeable future.

With Executive Yuan moving to induct a uniformed policy for gov-

ernment aircrafts in 2004 and Administration's  current aerial surveil-

lance duties having been executed with helicopters deployed by Na-

tional Airborne Service Corps.,  Ministry of Interior, it remains quite

feasible taken into account the practicality and budget conservation by

adopting the support of the unmanned aircraft.  The article intends to

provide an introduction to the state of unmanned aircraft adopted by

world countries, and further explores the adoption of unmanned air-

craft in Taiwan's Coast Guard duties, intended to discern that the key

in unmanned aircraft rests not solely on its unmanned feature but rather

how best to develop and plan Taiwan's overall Coast Guard duties.

Study of unmanned aerial vehicle

The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) can be operated manually or

flown automatically, and is equipped with camera, sensor and commu-

nication devices that can be used to carry out surveillance mission or

gather geographical and ocean monitoring information, bracing toward

filling a combative mission role.  To achieve a host of mission

requirements, the technological R&D of the unmanned aircraft has be-

come more precise and complex; following examines the aircraft by two
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aspects of fixed layout and fixed flight control,

1. Aircraft structural refinements:

(1) Multifunction structure - it needs to structurally integrate the

antenna, various equipments and subsystems onto the air-

plane wings and body.

(2) Automated control - it needs to be safe and performs like

normal manned aircraft, including the electro-optical man-

agement system, information streamlined control, plane con-

dition forecast, and auto anti-collision detection and so forth.

(3) Wing performance - it needs to provide interactive control

for stepping up aerodynamic performance, and with a lighter

plane body to support of the geometric wingspan.

(4) Weight reduction - it adopts the latest fabrication concept

and methodology and metal or composite material and aims

to reduce designed parts and structural seams.

(5) Integrated propulsion - it compacts the air to allow a more

efficient air intake and outtake, used for aircraft propulsion,

and its compact size allows more room to carry the fuel.

2. Flight control:

(1) Means of remote control - it can be controlled by the ground

unit through a computer-game-style oystick, or automati-

cally controlled for point-to-point takeoff and landing by

installing automated control program on the aircraft, and

can be automatically retrieved when losing control.

(2) Means of takeoff and landing - it is more versatile when

compared with manned aircraft such as the ScanEagle which

is deployed by a catapult launcher, and use a patented de-

vice named as the Skyhook, that steers the plant toward a

draping rope to retrieve the plane by hooking up the plane,

allowing easy takeoff and landing on vessel deck. Besides

-
The sky hook used by
ScanEagle for landing

   -
The accelerator used by Scan Hawk for takeoff
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some UAVscan also be retrieved using nets and parachute.

(3) Flight endurance - there is no problem with the unmanned

 aircraft's flight endurance, such as the U.S. solar-powered

unmanned aircraft - the Helios prototype, has created world

record of flying 96,863 feet and can linger in space for sev-

eral months, or how the Global Hawk is capable of crossing

the Pacific.

(4) Surveillance technology - the unmanned aircraft can carry

synthetic aperture radar or other sensor and photography

devices.  High-altitude patrol may have a  widespread

reconnaissance, and is capable of offering near real-time,

high-resolution surveillance imagery.

(5) Maneuverability - In support of military needs, the unmanned

aircraft's functions are constantly being explored and

developed, such as portability, close range reconnaissance

on battlefield, and can be flown into a building for surveil-

lance and the ability to launch tactical attack.  Recently, the

concept of formation flight has been developed for mutual

backup and intelligent respond to sudden incidents, while

the entire fleet can be manned by only one man.

(6) Information transmission - Real-time location video signals

that the control base pulls from an unmanned air vehicle

can be linked up through satellite crossing the horizon, or

be transmitted through microwave transmission.

The purpose of the unmanned air vehicle

The unmanned aircraft comes with the advantages of  lower build-

ing and operating cost, and its weight reduction less the pilot, when

compared with a manned aircraft would allow a longer air endurance

time than the current surveillance airplane, and the loaded surveillance

equipment can be effective round-the-lock, and with no concern of flight

   

Oil leak off the shore of Santa
Barbara, California, USA

The Pentagon in Washington D.C., USA
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accident, or personnel casualties for executing duties in hazardous areas.

Up to the present day, 98% of the unmanned air vehicles are allo-

cated in government and military use, and it leaves room for further

development in private and commercial adoption.  Besides military

usage, other areas include law enforcement, fire mission, rescue mission,

agricultural, fishery and live stock surveillance, resource study, topo-

graphical photography and surveillance, meteorological observation and

data gathering, traffic surveillance and control, coastline guard, anti-

trafficking and people smuggling, aerial reconnaissance and

photography, news coverage, disaster documentation, land survey aid,

commercial photography, transmission relay in the event of an interim

disruption of telecommunications transmission and so forth.

Groups of unmanned aircraft

To group unmanned aircraft by size and function, it can be divided into

five classes as follows:

1. Class I - micro unmanned aircraft

This refers to unmanned aircraft measuring 15cm in length,

width and height, and is capable of perching and surveying at

treetop or above buildings; the size could be that of a palmtop

(see sketch below), and can also be flown into a window sill to

conduct reconnaissance, except that there has not been military

micro unmanned aircraft being mass produced.

2. Class II - mini unmanned aircraft

A small plane measures roughly 2m in length, and is used for

cross-mountain range reconnaissance for spotting close-range

threats.  Currently, newer models of the mini planes are being

developed in succession, such as the ScanEagle  , which pro-

vides additional applications for how it outperforms the micro

unmanned aircraft in navigation and endurance.

3. Class III - tactical unmanned aircraft

The unmanned tactical aircraft features a great loading capacity

and endurance, and is able to carry out missions as far as 200km

away, ascending to an altitude of several thousand meters, if

not for the fact that the aircraft model is more timing consum-

ing for equipment loading, such as the Shadow 200 system (show

below) is comprised of four sets of carriers but also two ground

The micro UAV
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22 control stations, one portable ground surface control station, one

hydraulic launcher, one landing system and interception cable

equipment, and requires as many as 22 operators and mainte-

nance crews.

4. Class IV - high-altitude, long-endurance unmanned aircraft

(HALE)

A large-scale unmanned aircraft that is capable of flying at a 10,

000 to 20,000m high altitude to conduct extended surveillance

and reconnaissance over an extended area, offering near real-

time, high-solution reconnaissance imagery over a large area,

much like the Global Hawk.

HALE, high-altitude,

long-endurance HALE

unmanned

combat air vehicle, UCAV

200

500

2025

5. Class V - unmanned combat air vehicle (UCAV)

This model of unmanned air vehicle has not yet entered a mass

production phase, and its size is comparable to the manned air-

craft at the present time, which is designed to infiltrate the

enemy's hub and carry out bombing duties, and can be

preprogrammed and launched to complete the mission before

returning to the base, in a process that requires no human

intervention, except that the UCAV cannot respond swiftly and

is thus not equipped with any aerial-to-aerial missiles or guns.

The state of UAV development among world countries

1. The U.S.

The U.S. is of a key country focusing on developing unmanned

aircraft that ranges from micro to tactical models, and their ma-

neuverability has been highly sought out, where there are over

200 types of military applications, and are largely developed by

the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Project Agency, and the

number is likely to excel to 500 in the next five years.  An Air

Force 2025 study that primarily aims to forecast how best to de-

velop the U.S. Air Force in the next three decades has found the

most ten crucial systems to include unmanned tactical aircraft

and unmanned surveillance airplane, while the U.S. aircraft in-

dustry also identifies that the unmanned aircraft would dictate

the future of air travel.  After the Predator's successfully infil-

trated Iraqi air defense bases during the second Persian Gulf

War, scoring triumphant performance, the unmanned aircraft

has been pushed to an R&D focus status much sought after by

world countries.

Shadow 200
The Shadow 200 UAV

The Global Hawk
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The U.S. may soon deploy unmanned air vehicles by 2010, and a

Pentagon official also predicts that UCAV would soon dominate

aerial battleground by 2030.  Noteworthy, the U.S. is devising a

compact, low cost unmanned air vehicle for formation flight, in

which any one aircraft down, another will automatically take its

place, and a small aircraft fleet could intelligently respond to

any incident by changing the mission plan through information

sharing. The model has been named as SWRM, deriving from

the acronym of smart war-fighting array of re-configurable

modules, which is to a vital project to the U.S. Navy.  To build a

single unmanned small air vehicle costs around US$2,000, and

the entire SWARM fleet could be manned by a single person; the

system is likely to be transferred to other U.S. government

agencies, or even the private sector for exploring various usage,

such as in meteorological study, traffic control, national border

surveillance for illegal migrants, forest fire surveillance, posi-

tion for trapped ships and hikers.

2. Europe and Asia

The development of unmanned aircraft among the European

countries is largely tied to the U.S., such as the Global Eagle fab-

ricated by U.S. Northrop Grumman Corporation has adopted

European EADS's Elint unmanned electronic intelligence

platform, which is capable of conducting wide area missions,

and its technology and performance feasibility has been further

proven at Germany's 2003 Nordholz flight drill.  The two com-

panies are in talks for a joint venture for producing the Euro-

pean Hawk version of unmanned air vehicle, and Germany's

Department of Defense has demanded a European Hawk pro-

posal be submitted in mid 2004, with the first prototype is slated

for delivery in mid 2007, pending a mass production contract

upon prototype approval.  In the meantime, German military is

also considering purchasing a derivative of the U.S. Global Hawk

model that could be used to retire its Atlantic sea patrol aircraft

currently in use.

Israel has been at the forefront of deploying unmanned aircraft.

In 1982, Israel has deployed the unmanned aircraft - the Scout to

bomb a Syrian air defense missile base in the Becca Valley south

to Lebanon, while the Israeli military has long developed yet

another unmanned air vehicle - the Harpy, which has been fit-

ted with U.S. Raytheon Company's automatic target recognition

system to greatly excel its precision for instantaneous destruc-

tion once the target is found sending microwave signals.  Israel

is also working with the EU in developing a long-range un-

manned aircraft - the Gray Hawk. In addition, a micro unmanned

air vehicle measuring 15cm in length and weighing a mere

90gram is in development.

Differs from the path taken by the U.S., France focuses on tacti-
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cal attack, leaving intelligence and reconnaissance as secondary,

and deployed manned and unmanned aircraft in joint combat

duties.  The French Dassault Aviation has test flown this Grand

Duc prototype plant in 2000, which weighs 60 kg, and measures

2.4m in wingspan. In addition, high altitude long-endurance,

mid-altitude long-endurance and tactical UAV are currently be-

ing developed.

Britain has adopted the unmanned aircraft - the Phoenix, to carry

out UN's peacekeeping mission in Kosovo; the aircraft is capable

of a four-hour flight time, and can be retrieved using a parachute,

and the aircraft invert in descent to protect the reconnaissance

equipment mounted on its belly.

In Germany, Rheinmetall Defence Electronics is researching un-

manned aircraft, which includes the KZO that is intended for

general reconnaissance, the Mucke that is intended for energy

electronic infiltration, the Feldermaus that is intended as elec-

tronic aid, and the Taifun that is intended as an UCAV, with a

flight distance reaching 500 kilometers, and destroys a target

upon confirmation.

3. Mainland China

Not far behind the others, the Chinese regime has since 1978

purchased the Mastiff remote aircraft to conduct tests, and fur-

ther substitutes Mastiff with Scout in 1985.  Currently, the

Searcher is being operated, which is of a mid-sized unmanned

aircraft, measuring 5m in length, 7.4m in wingspan, and is ca-

pable of maneuvering over a 100km distance.  Sources reveal

that the Chinese regime has deployed in Fujian province Israeli

made unmanned aircrafts - the Harpy.

The Chinese regime has been research unmanned air vehicles

independently, and has sparked many Western manufacturers

to compete for the market.  With its self-sufficient technology,

coupled with outside help, research outfits such as Northwest

Industrial University, Beijing Aerospace University, and Nanjing

Aerospace University have become R&D hubs for researching

unmanned aircraft.

The Chinese regime has also developed a solar-powered un-

manned aircraft, named The Green Pioneer, which is designed

for high-altitude, long-endurance flights.  The Chinese regime

has already deployed some of the unmanned aircraft developed

to serve military duties, among them are the Chang Hong #1,

Chang Kong #1, ASN-104, ASN-206, 207 and B-2 target plane.

In addition, Pakistan has deployed the Chinese made ASN-105A

and ASN-206 UAV for infringing the borders of India.  In

addition, the Chinese regime has also developed an aircraft

model that resembles to the U.S. Global Hawk, which is on dis-
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play at the fourth Juhai Air Show in 2002, and is named as WZ-

2000A.

4. Taiwan

In the past, Taiwan relies on foreign imports in securing its tar-

get plans through arms dealers, while the Chung Shan Institue

of  Science and Technology°]CSIST°^has embarked on the rank

of researching for unmanned aircraft, while some private com-

panies and  universities have also joined in the R&D work.  CSIST

has developed the Tien Chuen II and Chung Shiao II models,

which are classed as unmanned tactical air vehicles. In addition,

Wuei Hwa Aerospace Corporation is working with U.S. ATI and

SAIC for joint development of a Vigilante 502 unmanned verti-

cal take off and landing helicopter, which has been deployed in

the Iraqi war.

Moreover, National Taiwan University school of meteorology

and the Central Weather Bureau have since 1998 begun to con-

duct meteorological studies along the Dongsha, Pintung, and

Ilan areas utilizing the Australian AeRA's unmanned aircraft -

the Aerosonde.  Currently the Central Weather Bureau and NTU

have jointly brought in a total of eight unmanned aircraft, with

each carrying a building cost of $900,000.

-Vigilante 502
WH Viglante 502

The Tien Chuen II

Chung Shiao II

 AeRA 
Aerosonde

The Australian AeRA's Aerosonde UAV
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Conclusion

With progressing modern technology, as world countries includ-

ing the Chinese regime are rushing to develop unmanned aircraft, it is

prudent for the Administration to seize the timing in its efforts to adopt

the unmanned aircraft, for it is more than catching up with the current

trend, but the foresaid analogy on various functions of the unmanned

aircraft also suggests that the adoption of unmanned aircraft not only

serves to conserve manpower and budgets through technological adop-

tion but also helps to further excel mission performance.

In the future, relevant development recommendation pertaining

to the Coast Guard Administration's deploying unmanned aircraft will

be presented again, with detailed description made to cover the con-

tent of the aircraft adoption by the U.S. Deepwater project, intended as

references to all administration associates.

Lastly, looking ahead to a few years from now, it is conceivable

that the Administration's unmanned aircraft will be deployed to truth-

fully carry out surveillance patrol missions, serving as the eye for the

Coast Guard grasping Taiwan's immense sea territories covering some

548,888 square kilometers.

(The author is within Air Squad, Coast Guard Administration.)
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